Dependence on path integration and landmarks when learning a new environment
How do humans learn new environments from known routes?
• • The vector subtraction task
The vector subtraction task requires rich spatial knowledge requires rich spatial knowledge (more complex than topological (more complex than topological geometry) geometry) Other results (Kearns et al., 2002 , Aginsky et al., 2001 suggest that humans follow path integration and visual landmarks equally during virtual navigation tasks that do not include learning sessions. Do humans, like ants (Collett, et al., 1999) , first rely on path integration, then shift to landmarks when learning a new environment? 
Conclusions
•When landmarks surround the start position, humans rely on path integration to perform metric navigation
•When landmarks surround the target position, they dominate navigation behavior, acting as beacons
• Unlike ants, humans do not switch between strategies as they learn (Collett et al., 1999) •When given the choice, humans consistently use the simpler place-recognition-triggered response, instead of metric navigation (see Trullier & Berthoz, 1996) .
